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About Gina Ogden, PhD, LMFT  
GINA OGDEN, PhD, LMFT, is an award-winning sex researcher, therapist, and supervisor. She is founder of the 4-D Network, 
an international collaboration of practitioners and educators whose mission is to expand the practice of sex therapy to 
include an integrative model for exploring desire and intimacy: physical, emotional, cultural, and spiritual. She conducts 
Four-Dimensional Wheel trainings and retreats in the US and Mexico, and is editor of Extraordinary Sex Therapy 
(Routledge, 2015), a compilation of unique approaches to sexual issues for individuals and couples. Gina’s latest books are: 
Expanding the Practice of Sex Therapy, The Return of Desire, The Heart & Soul of Sex, and Women Who Love Sex.  Exploring 
Desire & Intimacy, her innovative and practical workbook for creative clinicians will be published by Routledge in summer, 
2016.  Read more about Gina and the Four-Dimensional Wheel approach at: 

www.GinaOgden.com • www.4-DNetwork.com 

 
Clinical and Creative Training for Therapists 

Nov 12, 2015: 10 am – 7 pm. Approved for 8 AASECT CEs 

In this intensive training for a select and limited group of clinicians, we practice essentials of the Four-
Dimensional Wheel approach outlined in Gina’s book, Expanding the Practice of Sex Therapy and 

workbook, Exploring Desire & Intimacy. We explore the rationale for integrative practice, and also the 
scope, including the core dynamics of creating and holding therapeutic space, movement, ritual, and 

concretizing abstract concepts to engage clients in their own healing process. We work with both 
cognitive and intuitive ways to address sexual issues of all kinds. 

Cost: $300 before October 12; $375 after; Location: Cambridge, MA. 
To Register: contact Gina directly, she will get back to you to discuss details:  

gina@ginaogden.com or 617-491-0603 
 
 

Case Supervision Using the 4-D Wheel Model 
Nov 13, 2015: 10 am – 2 pm. Approved for 4 AASECT CEs 

In this practice-oriented session of case supervision we hone our sensitivities  
to working with specific clients by using the four-dimensional Wheel approach  

in coordination with other therapeutic modalities. 
Cost: $150 for November 12 training participants; $200 for other selected supervisees;  

Location: Cambridge, MA. 
To Register: contact Gina directly, she will get back to you to discuss details: 

 gina@ginaogden.com or 617-491-0603 
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